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ABSTRACT
A Comparison of Two Linear Nonparametric
Regression Techniques
by

Sylvain Sardy
Utah State University, 1992

Major Professor: Dr. Michael Windham
Department: Mathematics

This thesis presented
techniques

a useful tool in regression.

Nonparametric

were described in the general context of regression.

of these techniques,
nonparametric

linear regression

A comparison

of two

kernel regression and it erative regression, showed various aspects of

linear regressors.

(54 pages)

Chapter

1

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to present the class of nonparametric
( or smoothing)

linear regression

techniques, to introduce the related concepts, and to illustrate the general

idea by the study of two elements of this nonparametric

linear class.

Applied sciences deal with data. These data have often been recorded with some error
due to the measurement
information.

Statisticians

device. Therefore they need to be treated in order to extract
and mathematicians

according to the type of data encountered.
taken on different locations,
the applied scientist.

have developed appropriate

For examp le measurements,

techniques

Y, have been

x, so that a set of data of the type (x,Y) is available to

Unfortunately

the data are noisy so that plotting Y (the response

variable) versus x ( the predictor variable) does not give a clear picture of the underlying
phenomenon

that links the response variable to the predictor variable . According to a

model, a specific smoother operates on the set of noisy data to give a decomposition

Y=s(x)+r
where r is the residual , so that s is close (in some sense) to the true underlying function
that describes the phenomenon.

If the scientist, based on the plotting of Y versus x and

on prior information , believes that
he will use parametric

J

f

belongs to some class of parametric

functions, then

regression techniques. However, in some cases , the scientist has no

clue to the phenomenon.

This is the case where the nonparametric

will provide him with a powerful tool.

regression techniques

2

Recently multivariate

( dim( x, Y) > 2) smoothing techniques handle the high dimen-

sionality by decomposing the problem into bivariate (dim(x, Y)

= 2)

smooths so that an

efficient and fast automatic bivariate smoother is needed. Examples of such techniques are
projection pursuit [13], nonlinear additive regression [14], and generalized additive models
[15]. The automatic bivariate smoother is iteratively applied until criterion of convergence
is reached. Therefore bivariate smoothing techniques constitute an important

subclass.

3

Chapter

2

THE STATISTICAL

MODEL

1. In order to develop a regression technique, one needs assumptions

about:

(a) The underlying function: for instance, believing the underlying function to be
discontinuous or continuous will lead to two different techniques.
(b) The noise: the noise can be correlated, biased, heteroscedastic
symmetric distribution.

or have a non

In such a case, developing an efficient regressor will be

difficult. Usually, nicer properties of the noise will be assumed.
( c) The data: because of the measurement technique, the data can have outliers, so
that a robust regressor will be helpful to decrease the influence of these points
on the rest of the data.
2. One also needs to state what kind of information to get from the data:
(a) Estimation:
(b) Interpolation:
(c) Extrapolation:

estimation of the underlying function at the x;' s.
estimation between the x; 's.
estimation out of the range of the x; 's.

( d) Confidence Interval: interval in which the underlying function is believed to lie
with a certain probability.

In the following section, we address the problem of estimating the function at the x; 's
(2.a), and developing techniques to get a confidence interval (2.d). We will also look for a

4

robust regressor , in th e case where the data contain outliers (1.c). Finally, for (1.a) and
(1.b ), we use the usual regression model

Y; = f(xi) +c;, i

where

n
Y
X
f

= l,

... ,n

is the number of data available.
is the response random vector: dim(Y) = n x 1.
is the predictor random or fixed vector: dim(X) = n
is the underlying function, and is assumed to be in

d.

cm.

c is the noise random vector: dim(c)
We observe that the function belongs to

X

=n

X

cm.In the

1, and {

~~~~c)

next section , the degree of smooth -

ness , m, will be assumed to be 2, in seeking an asymptotic

result.

The noise has mean 0, which means that the data is a collection of unbiased estimates of
the underlying function at the x; 's. The noises are also assumed to be homoscedastic and,
important , indep endent (not only uncorrelat ed). If this last assumption
then an ARIMA time ser ies model is more appropriate,

is not satisfied,

and the regr esso rs described in

the next sections will no longer be consist ent .
We will also ass um e that the dimension of the predictor vector is n x 1. In this case,

d

= 1, the

smoother is the so-ca lled bivariate smoother.

For the kernel method in higher

dimensions , we refer to [1] and [2]. However , this method suffers from the so-called "curse
of dimen sionality ," which mean s that , to go up to dimension d > 1 and keep the same
efficiency as with n data in dimension 1, one will need nd data.
II method [3] or the ones using a decomposition

Methods such as the

into bivariate smooths [13] [14] [15] are

preferable when the dimension dis high (i.e ., 3,4, ... ).
Often , for convenience, we will consider the case where the predictor vector is made
of equally spaced values . However , the techniques presented here can handle unequally
spaced data (we will show how). The unequally spaced design is often referred to as the

5

random predictor design, but we will always assume the vector x is a deterministic vector.

6
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3

THE CLASS OF LINEAR SMOOTHERS
3.1

Definition
A wide class of estimators,

properties

of linear estimators

class has a corresponding

the class of linear estimators,

is commonly used because

are easy to derive mathematically.

Any estimator

of this

real matrix H called the hat matrix because of the notation:

Y =HY.
Parametric

Therefore,

regress10n

assumes a parametric

shape for the underlying

the hat matrix is fixed. For instance, if the underlying function is believed

to be quadratic,

i.e. , Y;

= a + bx; + ex; + t:;,

and if the measure of closeness to the

underlying function is the regular least squares, the estimate of 0
minimizing c:'c:. The parameter estimate is
be H

function.

= X(X'X)-

So parametric

1

0 = (X 'X)-

1

= (a, b, c)'

is found by

X'Y , which makes the hat matrix

X', where

est imators which are defined given p

- .
fp .

\'On
3l

(Y;X,p)

1-----,

I----,

= dim(0) 2'.1 and

X E

~nxp

as

IO n

3l

jp(Y;X,p)=H(X,p)Y

are linear functions of one variable , Y. If the least squares criterion is used, it is interesting
to note that such an estimator gives the best linear unbiased estimates (BLUE). However ,
due to linearity among the columns of X, the variance of the estimates
since Var(})

= CY2 H.

might be huge,

7

An attempt to reduce the instability when solving X' X (3 = X'Y is to slightly perturb
the matrix X' X with the matrix >.Ipxpthat is full rank.

j = X(X'X +>.I)- 1 X'Y,

The estimator

then becomes

and is now biased but has a smaller variance. Such an estimator

is called a ridge regression estimator and falls into the class of nonparametric
Non-parametric

function

regression

estimators.

does not assume any parametric form for the underlying

f, but only assumes that f belongs to some set of functions such as C2 . It uses

the fact that the data Y; at x; as well as the data Y;±k(>.) in the neighborhood
Xi contains some information about J(xi).

N;(>.) of

By taking a weighted average of these data in

some fashion , one can achieve a good estimation off

at Xi -

or a bad one if the weighted

average is not appropriate.

}(x;)

wavg(Yj : j E N;(>.))

<

W>.,i, Y

where the selection of the weights sequence, W ,,,i

>~n

= (W>.,ij)j=l ,n,

with

Lj=l W >.,ij =

1, is

driven by the selection of>. that is chosen to optimize a selected goodness of fit criterion.
Data to the right or to the left of x; have equal importance in predicting J(x;); therefore
the weight sequence will be symmetric around TtV,x,;;.
For any >., called the smoothing parameter , corresponds a hat matrix H ( >.), whose
i th row contains the weight sequence to estimate

symmetric matrix.

f at Xi, W,x,;. So the hat matrix is a

The hat matrix is free to vary until the criterion of goodness of fit is

reached. Since the hat matrix is the matrix of weight sequences , we will use the notation

W( >.) when refering to the hat matrix in nonparametric

regression.

8

It is interesting to note that

l
arg min 0; n

n

L w.\ ,ij(Yj

2

- 0i)

j=I

n

I: w .\,ij Yi,

(3. 1)

j=l

so that choosing a particular weight sequence is equivalent to minimizing a particular local
weighted least squares.

In a general framework , a nonparametric

estimator is a function of two variab les, .\

and Y, but are only linear in Y since, given x E Rnxd , they are defined as

0
(A;x)

W:

~

Rnxn

~

w(.\;x)=W(.\;x)=W,\

and
}NP:

Rn

X

RnXn

(Y,w(.\;x))
where dim(0)

= 1 if the

~

~n

~

f Np(Y ,w( .\;x))=W.\Y

crit erion of goodness of fit is global.

The choice of .\ is cruc ial since it corresponds to the choice of a model in param etric
regression.

3.2

How to choose

3.2.1

the smoothing

parameter

Types of parameters

The smoothing parameter

.\ governs the smoothness of the estimated curve. Choosing

it in a wrong way will result either in undersmoothing

the underlying function ( the extreme

case is to pass through the noisy data) , or in oversmoothing it (the extreme case is to get
the plane of Rd that is the "closest " to the data).
parameter is a big issue.

So, the selection of the smoothing

9

The form of the smoothing parameter

can be anything.

Depending on the type of

criterion of goodness of fit, the smoothing parameter takes the form of a single variable
or a vector.
A simple and fast way to smooth is to optimize a global criterion of goodness of fit.
This means that a single variable ( dim( 0)

= 1)

will drive the goodness of fit criterion.

However, the flexibility of such an estimator is poor. Indeed, a curve can be first linear
and then wiggly, and the single variable estimator will not fit either one of the two parts
well.
On the latter example, one would like to have two criteria ( a criterion for the linear part
and a second one for the wiggly part) so that the fit on both parts will be more appropriate.
This amounts to selecting a vector of two smoothing parameters (dim(0)

= 2).

In a more

general way, one will look for a smoothing parameter for each estimate, and its selection
will come from optimizing a local criterion of goodness of fit. Hence , a local linear operator
will be driven by the selection of a vector of n smoothing parameters, where n is the number
of data.
Different types of linear estimators
developed.

with a specific smoothing parameter

have been

When smoothing with a kernel technique, the smoothing parameter

h then) is in ~+ if the criterion is global ((~+r
iterative scheme, the smoothing parameter

if local).

( called

When smoothing with an

(called j then) is in N (the set of positive

integer numbers) if the criterion is global (Nn if local).
The role of the smoothing parameter is particularly obvious in the context of smoothing
using splines.

Indeed, this technique looks for a smooth function (in a Sobolev space

W2 [a, bl) made of piecewise polynomials that minimizes, over all the functions in the

10

Sobolev space, the criterion

This notation shows clearly that A governs the tradeoff between the goodness-of-fit (first
term) and the smoothness ( second term).

whereas A equal to infinity gives the worst case of oversmoothing.

case of undersmoothing,

3.2.2

Global

For instance, A equal to zero gives the worst

criterion

In this section, we will see how one can define and then estimate a global criterion of
goodness-of-fit.
For two functions

Ji

and

h,

the distance between

Ji

and

h

can be defined in many

ways. For positive functions ( e.g., density functions), the distance defined as

is called the Hellinger distance and has nice robust properties.
Another pos sible measure of "closeness " is the one related to the L1 norm

df(/1 , h)

= llfi-h lli = (Jlf1-hl)2.

But the most common distance in regr ession is the distance relat ed to the L2 norm
d 2 (!1,h)

=

11/i- hll~

=

J(fi - h)2.

This distance betwe en two functions is the one we are going to use, because the square loss
function is differentiable at zero, which is not the case for the absolute value loss function.
Moreover the expected value of the square of a random variable is related to its variance,
whereas the expected value of the absolute value of a random variable is not a statistical
entity.

11

In the context of regression, Ji =

f is the unknown underlying function, and h

is the fitted linear function that is the closest to

ds(})

=

d2 (f, }(Y))

f for our selected definition of closeness

JU -

=

}(Y))2.

Because of the Y vector, this distance is a stochastic quantity.
deterministic

= }(Y)

For theoretical results,

quantities are more tractable, and

dD(})

=

=

Ev(d 2 (f, ](Y)))

Ev(f(J - ](Y))2)

will be the deterministic measure of closeness since it does not rely on a particular set of
data.
The integral is not computable since the only information about

J is

a finite set of

noisy data (xi, Yi)i=l ,n· But dD can be estimated by

do(}) = Li=I Ev((J(x;) - }(xi,
where

s

Y))2)s(x;)

is some weight function that can be used to reflect the spacing of the data. The

distance function, dD(-), is often called the Risk function, Rn(-). For simplicity, we will

=

assume from now on that the x's are equally spaced (i.e., s(-)

1/n); the Risk then

becomes

Rn(})=

(3.2)

!

t

Ev((f(x;) - ](xi, Y))2)

n i=l

It is important

to note that the Risk function can be split into two parts: the square

bias function

b;_
(-) and

(3.3) Rn(})=

- L)f

l

the variance function

n

(x;) - Ey(}(x;, Y)) 2

n i=l

Based on this measure , an estimator

Vn ( ·)

+!

since

n

L

Var(}(x;, Y))

= b~(}) + vn(}) .

n i=l

j is said to be consistent if Rn(}) n~

rate of decay to zero provides information

about how effective

J is

0. The

an estimator of the

12

It also is a criterion of comparison between two estimators:

underlying function f.
estimator

j

is said to be asymptotically

nice set of functions,

optimal if, uniformly in

J

an

that belongs to some
1
n0

Rn(}) tends to zero as n tends to infinit y at the rate

for some

positive a, and no other estimator achieves a better rate.
Parametric

estimators are asymptotically

optimal over the nonparametric

eral. Indeed, the rate of convergence of Rn(·) to zero of a parametric
or a

=

l; for nonparametric

ones, in gen-

estimator is like

¼

est imators , however, a is typically less than l. This is the

price to pay to make fewer assumptions about the shape of the underlying function. But,
if the parametric

model is not correct , the Risk does not tend to zero anymore and the

estimator is no longer consistent.
to the parametric

This shows that nonparametric

estimators

ones, in the only case where the parametric

are superior

model might not be the

correct one.
A nonparametric

linear estimator is entirely determined by the selection of A. So the

Risk function can be written equivalently as

The Risk is our criterion of goodness of fit; so the smoothing parameter

A will be selected

by minimizing the Risk function , or by minimizing any function biased to the Risk by a
constant.
However, in practice , Rn ( .X)is unknown since ( of course)
information available about
that

f

f

is unknown.

The only

is the set of unbiased noisy data (Yi)i=l ,n and the assumption

f is in some set of functions.
If one had a second set of data (Y;*)i=l,n at the same given locations ( Xi)i=l

could think of estimating

,n,

one

the Risk with the information brought by the second set. This

13

leads to the Prediction Risk function,

~
·
-l L..,
Ey,v•(Y;* - f>.(Y,
x;)) 2

n

=

a2

i=l

+ Rn(>-.)

that is biased to the Risk by the constant a 2 . So minimizing Rn over ).. is equivalent to
minimizing Pn. However, in practice, a second set of data is rarely available.
A first idea to estimate Rn(}) would be to use the Mean Squared Error
1~

.

2

MS En(>-.)= - L..,(Y; - f>.(x;)) .
n

i=l

However, by noting that

where 1¥,x is a symmetric matrix, we can show that MSE is a biased estimate of the Risk
since

E(MSEn(>-.))) =Rn(>-.)+ a 2

-

2a 2
-tr(W,x).
n

The problem with the bias is that it is , in general, not constant and ha rd to estimate,
because a 2 can not be estimated

accurately (see appendix).

matrix W,x might be expensive to compute or estimate.

Moreover the trace of the
There are many ways to go

around the problem.
l. If the bias were constant, then minimizing MSEn would amount to minimizing Rn·

• One possibility to achieve this property is simply to use a nil-trace estimator,
i.e., a linear estimator which corresponding matrix's trace is zero.
• The other possibility is to build a hat matrix W,x such that its trace is constant
for any selection of >-..

14

A particular

case of nil-trace estimator is an estimator for which the corresponding

hat matrix W.\ has a zero diagonal. This corresponds to estimate the function at a
given location using all data in a neighborhood of the location except the data at
the location itself since such an estimator can be written as
0

(iJ

(3.4)

Obviously, tr(W.\)

= 0 for every

0

w.\,ij

w.\,ij

0

Y1
Y2

0

()
Yn

selection of>..

This leads to the so called Cross Validation estimator, CV

n·

Originally, such an

estimator was based on the idea of the Prediction Risk. Indeed , the CV

n

estimator

simulates artificially a second set of data (Y;*)i=l,n, and one can show that

where J.\,-i is the notation for the estimator in (3.4). The possible drawback of this
method is that the estimation of

f

at x ; is done with a weight sequence that puts

no weight on the most trusted data Y;. Another way to look at it is to see that, by
the equivalence (3 .1), using such an estimator is equivalent to minimizing the sum
of local weighted least squares with no penalizing weight on the squared residuals

(Y; - ](x;))

2,

i.e., on the residual of where we want to estimate at !

2. By modifying H\ a little, one can get a nil-trace estimator

14\, so that

MSEn

becomes an unbiased est imate of Pn that is hopefully close enough to Pn to give a
good estimate,

~' of >.. This kind of estimator is refered to as Generalized Cross

Validation estimator, CCV

n,

and a theorem gives an upper bound on the relative

15

error made by approximating Pn by CCV n · But first, let's look at the transformation
that makes the hat matrix W.\ a nil-trace matrix.
-

If W,\

= (1 +a.\)W.\ -

a.\I, where a,\

t (W)
= tr(I-~,x),

-

then tr(W.\)

= 0 for every

selection

of>..
It follows that

1

::_y'(I - W,\)2 Y'
n
~Y'(I - W.\) 2 Y/( ~tr(! - W.\)) 2
n

n

MSEn(>.)
-:;;(¼tr(!- W.\)) 2
1

CCV n(>-),
and MSEn is an unbiased estimate of Pn.
Now, the following GCV theorem gives an upper bound to the relative error between

P and our criterion of goodness of fit
GCV Theorem (see [1], p. 31): Let
that

rl

1

)

P.

rfl = ¼tr(Wi),

j

= 1 and

j

= 2,

and assume

~ l. Then

where

g (>.) n

+ (r(1))2/r(2)

2r(l)

-

,\

,\

(

1-

(1))2

,\

T,\

A consequence of this theorem is that the CCV is an asymptotically
mator of the Prediction Risk function.

unbiased esti-

16

3.2.3

Local criterion

The drawback of using a single variable that drives the global aspect of the estimator
is a lack of flexibility. In this section, we will see how one can select and then estimate
local selection criteria for the smoothing parameter

vector.

Based on the global measure of closeness, we can derive the local deterministic

measure

of closeness at x;

wheres; is some symmetric density function centered around x;, and>.; is the local smoothing parameter

at x; ( see [4]).

With a finite set of ( equa lly spaced) data, the local deterministic

measure of closeness

at x; is the local Risk function

(3.5)
where nows;

= (s;(x 1), .. . , s;(x;),

The natural

... , s;(xn)) is a normalized weight sequence.

but biased estimator of the local Risk is the weighted MSE

(3.6)
And by noting that

where

S;= diag(s;(x1), ... , s;(x;),

... , s;(xn)), one can show that

(3 .7)
The idea of a matrix with a constant trace property and the CCV idea will not work
anymore because of the matrix S'f. The CV is the only alternative

to achieve a constant

17

biased estimate of R, since tr(W.x;S;)
[4], for a particular

nonparametric

Validation method is asymptotically

=

0 for any weight sequence s;. Philippe Vieu

linear regressor (kernel), proves that this local Cross
optimal with respect to the local Risk criterion. It is

believed that the proof can be extended to other regressors. Particular attention has been
given to the kernel estimator for local smoothing parameters estimation.

These techniques

will be described in chapter 5.

3.2.4

Robust

criterion

For the definition of the distance between two functions, we chose the L 2 norm, leading
to a Risk function that can be estimated by using the MSE, the Mean Squared Error. This
function penalizes an estimate for being far from the data with the square loss function.
Let's now imagine that a bad measurement Y;# has been collected at x;. Due to the square
loss function that diverges quickly (quadratically)

to infinity, the estimator }; can not be

far from Y;# at x; when minimizing the global MSE. Therefore, the data Y;# will attract
the curve to itself. This behavior is unfortunate

because

Y/ was not

representative of the

value of the underlying function f;. This kind of data is called an outlier, and due to the
square loss function its influence on the behavior of the estimator is too great.
Developing estimators resistant to this kind of data leads to the so called robust estimators that are no long er linear functions of the data. We discuss here the main idea of
the different robust techniques used, and we refer the reader to [2] for more information.
An interesting smoothing technique is to use instead of a moving average (i.e., weight
sequence) a moving

median.

The estimator in this case is

}(xi)= med(Yj : j EN;(>.))

18

where

N;(>.)= {k:

Xk

is one of the >.-Nearest Neighbors of

Median smoothing is highly robust.

>.= 2j

+ 1}

However it gives a non smooth estimate of the un-

derlying function, and ( due to sorting) is computationally
The L-smoothing

Xi,

expensive.

technique does local trimmed averages of {Y(k)hEN,(,X.) which means

that no weights are put on the a smallest and biggest order statistics in a neighborhood
of

Xi

i+j- c,
J(xi)

=

I:

Y(I)

l=i-j+o
The R-smoothing

technique is based on a local nonparametric

rank test. The idea

is that the estimate }( Xi) should be such that the two-sample test statistic based on the
sample {Yj - j(xi)}jEN,

and {](x;) - Yj }jEN, is roughly zero. Again an expensive sorting

is needed.
Since the square loss function does not give robust estimators,

an M-smoothing

technique downweights extreme residuals by modifying the loss function.

A well known

robust loss function is
l r

(3.8)

( )

={

2

(1/2)r
clrl - (1/2)r

2

if lrl :S:c
if lrl > c

where c is typically one or two times the standard
an estimator

of

<T2

deviation

<T.

The appendix gives

before smoothing (i.e., not based on the residual sum of squares).

So the square loss function is extended in a continuous way by the abso lute value loss
function.

So why not use the absolute value loss function on the all range of errors?

The absolute value loss function is known to be robust but computationaly
parametric

expensive for

estimators known as LAD (Leat Absolute Deviations) est imators [12]. The
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estimation of the smoothing parameter A of a nonparametric

LAD estimators is however

not expensive: one can minimize the MAE( A) (Mean Absolute Error) function like the
MSE( A) is minimized.

The difficulty lies in the statistical

properties of the MAE. It is

indeed difficult to derive its bias to the LAD. Therefore the robust loss function (3.8) is
preferred in the sense that it tends to give robustness to the estimator without disturbing
its statistical properties.
Consistency and asymptotic normality have been derived for these robust linear nonparametric regression techniques.

How to obtain

3.3

a confidence

interval

Starting with a set of unbiased high variance data, a smoothing procedure will give a
set of slightly biased smaller variance data using a local averaging . To improve the fit , local
smoothing techniques and bias correction by bootstrapping

procedures tend to achieve a

better fit. Therefore, the assumption of a negligible bias compared to the variance is often
reasonable.
This is the assumption made to get a confidence interval for the estimate. Then under
the hypothesis
distribution
is

(J

2

of the Liapunov theorem [1], the local average estimator

converges in

to a normal random variable with mean the underlying function and variance

times the sum of the square of the weights , that is

f:1(x;) - J(x;) ---. N(O, 1).
(J

VLi=lw~ ,ij

This result provides a quick way to get a confidence interval. However, for a small sample,
the normal asymptotic distribution might not be appropriate.

Moreover an estimate of the

variance is required. Finally the assumption of a negligible bias compared to the variance
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might be violated.
Many bootstrapping

techniques have been developed to get a confidence interval.

Ha.rdle and Bowman [5] propose a bootstrapping
als {ci

= Y;- f: (x;)-m}i=l,n
1

procedure by resampling from the residu-

after smoothing a first time to get .X(mis the constant such

that the residuals are centered around 0). By smoothing the {Y;* = ]:,,(x;)+t::};=1,n, one
gets b bootstrapped
bn bootstrapped

estimates of the underlying function. And a pointwise ranking of the

estimates gives a pointwise variable confidence interval. This technique

will adapt better to singularities in the underlying function (e.g., discontinuity)
normal approximation

approach.

than the
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Chapter

4

KERNEL SMOOTHER
4.1

Definition
Different forms of kernel estimators

have been proposed (see Eubank [l]). For its

properties and also for its simplicity, we will present the estimator
Nadaraya and Watson who were working on density estimation.

suggested first by

The form of a kernel

estimator is
n

L YjK(

Xj

~

n

L K(

Xj )/

J=l

Xj

~

Xj)

J=l

K((xi - x 1 )/h)

n

LY1I:nj=l
j=l

F((
l

.

X, -

XJ

)/h)

where Wis a weight sequence determined by the smoothing parameter h, the function
and the explanatory

variables x. Usually

1(

J( ,

is fixed and >.= h is the variable to select.

The smoothing parameter , h, is called the bandwidth because the weighted average will
take place in a neighborhood of width h . The function

1(

is called the kernel function and

gives different weight sequences for different h's.

4.1.1

The kernel

The kernel is the function that determines the weight sequence and therefore has to
satisfy some conditions. A kernel

x 1K(x)dx

f
JiR

J(

is said to be of order p if

={

if j = 0
if j E [1,pC-/=O if j = p

t

(1)
1] (2)
(3).
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Asymptotic

results show that the higher the order, the smaller the bias of the estimate

but the bigger the variance. When dealing with a finite set of data , the kernels of degree
2 perform as well as kernels of higher order. Therefore we will consider the case p
Condition ( 1) implies that the weight sequence will be roughly normalized.
when using the Nadaraya and Watson kernel estimator,
since the weight sequence is automatically
simpler estimator

I::f YjK(x;-jtJ)

= 2.

However,

this condition is not necessary

normalized. This condition is necessary for the

to assure a weighted average of the data.

Condition (2) forces the weight sequence to be symmetric.
The constant C in condition (3) plays a role in the asymptotic bias.
A fourth condition that stems from asym ptotic results assures that the asymptotic
variance of the estimator is finite

lK
2

(x)dx<oo.

(4)

It is also sens ible for the weight sequence to be nonnegative,

which leads to the fifth

cond ition

K(x)

~

0, 'ix ER.

(5)

Finally, the weight sequence should be maximum at zero in order to put the most
weight on the data where the estimat ion is taking place, i.e.,

K(x)

~

K(O), 'ix ER. (6)

All these conditions impose some restrictions on the type of kernel function that can be
used. A commonly used kernel is the rectangular

or uniform kernel. The kernel technique

becomes then equivalent to the k-Nearest Neighbor technique. This kerne l is

K(x)

={

1/2
0

!xi ~

lxl >

1
l.
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Its support is compact and obviously it is not a continuous function. The estimator can be
seen as a weighted sum of kernel functions (the weights being the Y;'s). So the estimator
is not a continuous function of the bandwidth h . For the class of kernels of order 2, it has
the property of minimum variance [l].
The latter kernel gives equal weights.

The Epanechnikov

shape so that condition (6) is satisfied with a strict inequality.

kernel [6] has a parabolic
This kernel is the most

used in practice because of its simplicity and asymptotic optimality.

K(x)

={

3(1 0

It is defined by

x2 )/4 lxl :S 1
lxl > l.

This kernel is a continuous function. So the estimator is a continuous function of the bandwidth h. Note, however, that this kernel is not differentiable at x

= ±1,

the boundaries

of its compact support.
The estimate

at x; uses a weighted average of Yj's in a neighborhood

The latter kernel will create a sequence of weights inversely proportional
from x; so that data far from x; contribute
reasonable to put no weight on
kernel estimator

Yj

when

to the distance

relatively less to the weighted average. It is

Ix;- x j I is too

big. This is what a compact support

does. It also has the advantage of being computationally

infinite support kernel estimator.

N;(h) of x;.

cheaper than

Infinite support kernel are yet used in some instances.

The Gaussian density function

is often used for density estimation
have infinite support.

when the underlying density function is believed to

Indeed an infinite compact kernel will reproduce

behavior in the density function.

better the tail
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Regression is not concerned with the problem of estimat ing the tail of a density function. However regression techniques suffer from a lack of data at the boundaries
domain.
Xi -

A point

Xi

h < a (resp .

Xi+

to the boundaries

is said to be in the left boudary of the domain [x(l), X(n)l
h

> b for the right boundary).

will not be symmetric.

the goodness of fit of the estimator

of the

= [a, b] if

Therefore the weighted average close

Three methods have been proposed to improve

at the boundaries.

The first method is due to Gasser and Muller [10] (see also [7]). For each estimation
m the boundary,

the technique modifies the kernel function with the aim of preserving

its order p. Indeed, a compact support kernel is no longer defined on [-1, 1] in the left
boundary but on [-q, l]. Therefore, the kernel is no longer of order p since

Gasser and Muller propose to use a kernel Kq(x) that stays of order p for any q. For
instance, the left boundary kernel corresponding

Kq(x)

= [4(q3 + 1) -

to kernels of order 2 is

6(1 - q2 )x]/(q

+ 1)4.

The advantage is that the estimator has the same bias order at the boundaries as inside the
domain. However the variance of the estimator
its order is the same as inside the domain.
goodness of fit (bias square+

becomes big as q tends to 0, even though

Therefore this method does not improve the

variance) at the boundaries.

The second method is due to Rice [9] and is based on Richardson extrapo lation . His
boundary

estimator

is a linear combination

of estimates with bandwidth

hand

ah. f3(q) is chosen such that
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the bias of the estimate in the boundaries is of the same order as inside the domain. Rice
derives a simple formula for f3(q) for any kernel

J(

of order p = 2. The value of a is chosen

such that the variance in the boundaries is of the same order as in the inside of the domain
which leads to a

=1-

q. Hence this method is driven by a single variable h (/3 and a are

defined for any q). The method is simple and computationally

inexpensive.

The third method is due to Peter Hall and Thomas E. Wehrly [8]. Their idea is to
create pseudo data outside the range of the data [x(i),
a geometrical construction
neighborhood

X(n)l·

These pseudo data come from

and differ from the true curve by an amount of 0(1/n

of the the boundary points

X(l)

and

X(n)·

So the boundaries

2

)

in the

are pushed

further which allows good fitting in the real boundaries.
After all the restrictions
still remains.
kernel.

Asymptotic

that a kernel function has to satisfy, a wide class of kernels
results will allow us to determine an "optimal"

However the notion of optimal is subjective.

mm1mum bias or a minimum Risk optimality
asymptotically

It can be a minimum variance, a

criterion.

With a finite set of data , the

optimal (relative to the Risk function) kernel estimator

give better results than any other sensible kernel estimator.
asymptotically
set of data.

asymptotic

does not seem to

Higher order kernels that

enhance the bias of the estimator do not obtain a better fit with a finite
Therefore the choice of the kernel does not seem to be a big issue and the

Epanechnikov kernel [6] is the most used in practice. The selection of the bandwidth is a
more crucial aspect of kernel est imators.

4.1.2

The bandwidth

The bandwidth

h is the smoothing parameter.
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If h is smaller than the smallest distance from any point to its nearest neighbor, then

.

fh(xi)

=

YJ((O)
K(O)

This is the extreme case of undersmoothing

= Y;

.
Yi E [1, n].

since no smoothing takes place (}

= IY).

The other extreme case occurs when h is chosen so big that

.
fh(xi)

1

=-

n
This will result in oversmoothing

n

LY;Yi E [1, n].
i=l

the underying function by its average on the range of

the data since then

.

J(xi)~

JX(n)

J(x)dx YiE[l,n].

X(O)

Two different types of smoothing parameter exist according to the type of the goodnessof-fit criterion: local or global.
When a unique variable drives the goodness-of-fit of the estimator , the criterion is
said to be global.

The Cross Validation technique is one technique

estimate of the Risk function for the class of nil-trace operators.

to get an unbiased

The CV technique has

the advantage of being relatively inexpensive, but a data point is dropped in the weighted
average. The General Cross Validation requires the estimation

of the trace of the matrix

Wh in order to achieve a nearly unbiased estimate of the Risk function. The trace of Wh
can be approximated

by K(O)/ h since

t

n
Lj=l

i =l

.• I(~O)

.

It((x, - x1)/h)

K(O)
h
Th ere fore CCV n (h)

=

MSEn(h)
n(n-K(O)/h)i

· as expens ive
·
1s
as CV t o compute.

Ob v1ous
· 1y th e

trace of the kernel linear estimator is not a constant function of the bandwidth
the regular MSE is a biased estimate of the Risk.

h so that
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For local criteria of goodness-of-fit, many techniques have been proposed. W. Hardle
and A.W. Bowman [5] proposed a bootstrap
derivative of the underlying function,

technique.

For this method

J", needs to be estimated

with efficiency.

Staniswalis [11] assumes that the variance of the noise, a 2 , is estimated
Both of these techniques require the estimation

of a quantity

the second
J. G.

with efficiency.

that cannot be estimated

accurately. The technique that assume no estimability condition on either the variance, a 2 ,
or the second derivative,

f", is the one based on local weighted cross validation proposed

by P. Vieu [4] to estimate the local Risk function. For further information
refer to their publications

4.2

and proofs, we

[4], [5], [11].

Properties
The asymptotic

properties

will lead us to the selection of an "optimal"

bias of a compact support kernel of order p

E(}(x;))

= J(x;) + h 2 J"(x;)
2

for xi's which are not in the boundaries.
bigger the bandwidth,

= 2 is of the

J
1

kernel. The

order of h 2 since

u2 K(u)du

+ O(h 4 )

-1

A proof of this result is stated in [7]. So the

the bigger the bias where the underlying function has a large second

derivative (i.e., a peak). On the other hand, when the underlying function is nearly flat ,
a bigger bandwidth

will not damage the bias but improve the variance of the estimator

since

_

Var(J(x;))

a2JIK

= -nh

_1

2

(u)du

+ O(h 5 ).

These two results shed some light on why a local bandwidth

estimator

They also give a clue to which type of numerical minimization

technique will give a good

estimate of the optimal bandwidth.

Indeed the Risk function,

should be used.

Rn( h), is asymptotically
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convex since
Rn(h)"'

~n

t [h J
2

.
I

1

f"(x;)
2

2

u2 K(u)du]

-1

so that a golden section search is appropriate

+ ah j
2

n

1

K 2 (u)du,

-1

to locate the minimum of the Risk function.

However the Risk function for a given finite set of data might have local minima. A way
to check roughly if a correct bandwidth has been selected is to compare the pre- and postvariance of the noise (see appendix).
Based on these two results, one can derive the optimal bandwidth
the bandwidth

h the Risk function.

by minimizing over

Eubank states the result in [1] that under some

regularity conditions ( assuming that the data have been rescaled on [O, 1]) the asymptotic
minimizer of Rn ( h) is
2

hopt

1

={~ j
n -1

K 2 ( u)du/[

and the asymptotic

optimal Risk is

Rn(h 0 pt)"'

125{
n~/
la1 J"(u)
5

2

du

1

f
lo

}1/5{

J"( u) 2 du][j

1

2

u K( u)du]

2

} 1/5

-1

a

4

[1-K2(u)du]2[ _
1

1

fl

1

u

2

K(u)du]
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so that the rate of convergence is of the order of n- 4 15 .
Based on this asymptotic
the asymptotic
p

= 2 is

Risk over](.

the Epanachnikov

result , one can determine the optimal kerne l by minimizing
The solution to this minimization problem for kernel of order

kernel, which is such that

( 4.1)

whereas for the rectangular

(4.2)

kernel
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So the constant

of the rate of convergence n- 4 15 is (l.25)(.3491) for the Epanachnikov

kernel , and ( 1.25 )( .3701) for the rectangular
In terms of the variance the rectangular
1

1

kernel.
kernel is optimal since

K 2 (u)du

= .5

K 2 ( u)du

= .6 .

-1

and for the Epanachnikov kernel
1

1

- 1

The definition of optimal is subjective but both the rectangular

kernel and the Epanach-

nikov kernel are strong candidates for kernel function. The estimation of the bandwidth is
however much more determinant
ing. The smooth estimates

than the selection of a kernel to achieve a good smooth-

still carry some uncertainty

in terms of bias and variance.

Basically the operation of smoothing has decreased considerably
the bias. It is therefore interesting

the variance damaging

to get a confidence interval in which the underlying

fun ctio n lies.

4.3

Confidence

interval

Assuming that the magnitude of the bias of the estimates is negligible relative to the
variance (i.e., n

oo, h ~ 0 in such a way that nh

--+

--+

oo and nh 5

--+

0), then under

regularity conditions

has an asymptotic
dence interval for

standard

f

is

normal distribution.

So an approximate

100(1 - a)% confi-
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Note that hopt does not satisfy the condition nh~pt

-+

0 as n

-+

oo, h

-+

0 since

nh~pt = O(n- 1 15 ) 5 n = 0(1). This represents a drawback of the normal approximation
method.
Bootstrapping

procedures are more flexible but are computationaly

sive for getting a confidence interval for

[5].

J.

For bootstrap

much more expen-

techniques, we refer to [l] and
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Chapter

ITERATIVE
5.1

5

SMOOTHER

Definition
An iterative nonparametric

linear smoother is an estimator of the form

JU)=

where Wj is a matrix of weight sequences,

WjY

>.= j is the smoothing parameter,

vector of noisy data, and JU) is the vector containing an estimation
function

J (at

Y is the

of the underlying

the Xis) after the jlh iteration.

J are

achieved by

iterating the weight ed sequence until the criterion of goodness of fit is optimum.

Therefore ,

This smoother is called "iterative"

the smoothing parameter

is the power of exponentiation

JU)

( 5.1)

because successive estimates of

w JU-1)

of the matrix W since

Wi J(O)

Here, the smoothing parameter , j, is a nonnegative integer. Choosing j equal to zero
amounts to performing no smoothing at all, since J(o) = w(o)y

= IY = Y. Choosing j

on the other end of the domain , namely infinity , corresponds to a limit of the smoothing
procedure, and it will be interesting

to look at the smoothing result of such a limit, if it

exists.
The other important

element of the iterative smoother is the definition of the weight

sequence martrix , W. It should have some sensible smoot hing characteristics , as well as
some nice statistical

and computational

properties.

The weight sequence matrix we are
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proposing meets these objectives in some ways; other sensible weight sequence matrices
will have other properties.

A comparison between two different iterative procedures will

be based on the rate of convergence to zero of their Risk function (3.2), their ability to
estimate the Risk function with a finite set of data, and their computational

expense.

Without loss of generality, we will assume until the end of the sect ion that the data
are equally spaced, i.e.

Xi+1 - Xi=

h

= 1/(n

- 1), i

= 1, ...

, n - l.

For 2 :S i :S n - 1, we note that

a 2 /2,

so that the two weights of 1/2 are symmetric around

Xi

on Y;_1 and 1~+1 . If the data are

not equally spaced then the weights are no longer 1/2 but are such that the bias of the
same order.
For the two extreme points of the range of the data, namely at X(l) and

X(n),

the same

weighted average can not be used and

£(Yif'2)
£( Yn+{n-1)

J( xi) + ~ f'( xi)+ 0( h2 )
f(xn) - ~J'(xn) + O(h 2 )

and
and

tY2)

Var( Yi
Var(Yn+[n

so these two estimates do not have a symmetric weight sequence.

1

)

a 2 /2
a 2 /2,

A point is said to be

in the boundary if the weight sequence to estimate at this point is not symmetric around
the point.
This estimate of the function is now slightly biased but the variance has been reduced
by half. This estimate will represent the first step of an it erative scheme
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This particular

design gives the weight matrix
1

1

1 0

1

0

~

W=

2

0

1 0 1
1 1

and the iterative estimate is defined as (5.1).

In the remainder of this section, we will look at the statistical properties of this iterative
smoother in terms of the discussion of Chapter 4.

5.2

Properties
The trace of the matrix

enhances statistical
Theorem

5.1

W is the most interesting feature of this design because it

and computational

properties.

Under the assumption

that the data are equally spaced, th e matrix W has

the property that

(5.2)

= 1,

2j+I)

tr(W

Vj EN.

Proof: Let T = 2W. W's eigenvalues are T's eigenvalues divided by 2. Solving Tv = Av

is equivalent to solving the system

v;_ 1

-

Av;+ v;+ 1 = 0, i = 1, n

with the boundary conditions
Vo
{

Solving the characteristic

Vn+l

equation
r2

-

Ar+ 1 = 0
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and the boundary

conditions leads to the eigenvalues of T, namely,

br
Ak(T) = 2 cos(-),

k = 0, n - 1

br
>.k(W) = cos(-),
n

k = 0, n - 1.

n

or

And by noting that
(n-k)1r
cos(---)=
n

k1r
- cos(-),
n

k = 1, n

the trace is
tr(W2j+1)

1
for every natural number j.
D

Due to this property,

the Mean Square Error is biased to the Risk function by a

constant. So we can get a cheap ( no trace has to be estimated)

and unbiased ( minimizing

MSE( ·) is equivalent to minimizing R(-)) estimate of the optimal smoothing

parameter.

The matrix to the power an even number does not have a trace equal to one, but a trace
tending to one as the number of iterations
estimate,

tends to infinity.

It would be expensive to

and therefore, we are redefining the iterative estimator by

JU)
And for computational

= w 2j+ 1y,

j EN}.

efficiency, we can write this new estimate in the form

JU)= [W2 F(WY), j EN}.
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We note that when the data are not equally spaced this property is no longer true.
However )11

= 1 is st ill the largest

eigenvalue and the other ones are almost opposite of each

other, so that if the data are unequally spaced, the selection of the smoothing parameter
will be almost unbiased. An open question is by how much the unequally spaced design
will affect the selection of the smoothing parameter.
The limit

of the smoothing

infinity, is important
Theorem

procedure , as the smoothing parameter

tends to

statistical information.

5.2 For equa lly spaced or unequally spaced design, the smoothing matrix, H1 ,

is such that
Wj

(5.3)

j-oo

---+

~J nxn,

n

where J is the matrix full of 1 's.

Proof: HI is a transition

matrix of a regular Markov chain. Therefore WJ

that each row of L is the same probability vector l
unique and such that LI

= l.

= (l 1 , ...

,

1
~

L such

ln) ( see [17]). The vector l is

Note that the probability ( eigen) vector ( associated to the

eigenvalue 1) / = (1, . .. , 1)/n satisfies Ll = l.
D

The average of the function between x(l) and x( n ), the constant function of equation y

= J;gj)J(x)dx/(x(n)

- x(l)), is the approximate

smoother of Chapter 5, this corresponds

smoothing limit . For the kernel

to an infinite bandwidth

h. For most of the

underlying functions, reaching this limit would give an oversmoothing estimate.

But, if

the underlying function is the constant function, then the best regression, in terms of
minimizing the Risk, is the limit of the smoothing procedure.

This might represent a
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drawback of the method since, in practice, one does not want to wait an infinite time to
get the regression estimate.

However, one rarely wants to smooth data from a constant

function, or, if yes, then a parametric model will be obvious.
The

rate

of convergence

efficiency of nonparametric

to zero of the Risk function is used for comparing the

linear smoothers. The formula (3.3) is useful for this purpose.

The bias and variance of the estimates at the x;'s are needed. The weights come from
a Taylor series argument,

so the rows of WJ always represent a weighted average with

LLi (

coefficients the binomial coefficients ( 2\

1) =

\
2

(1 +1)J

= 1).

Hence, the variance

of any estimate is
'( )

Var(JJ

(x;))

= a 2 /(2J).

2

E
j

(

J. ) 2

k

,J

·

= 0,1,2,

...

-i

= 1, ...

,n

which makes the variance function v in (3.3)

v(j)
i.e. v(j)
So the variance function in (3.3) after j iterations is
2

(5.4)

v(j)

a
4J

(

2j)
J

The bias function bin (3.3) is not as easy to estimate. Indeed , the bias of the estimates ,
after one iteration, is of order h 2 , except for the two estimates at the boundary points, for
which it is of order h. And the more iterations, the more estimates with bias of order h.
However, we are looking for the rate of convergence of the Risk function as the number
of points, n, tends to infinity. So, the bias of order h of the 2(2j - 1) boundary estimates
after j iterations is negligible compared to the other n - 2(2j - 1) "inside" estimates that
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n/j

~ oo. The

Assuming that the second derivative off exists and is in L 2 , the asymptotic

bias function

have not been contaminated

by the boundary modification as long as

squared bias function at any location x; is defined by

b;(j)

= jh 2 J"(x;)/2.

Indeed for an "inside" point x;, the bias of the estimate is
h2 (j-1)/2

b;(j)

~

j [

2

(

. )

~

(j - 2i)2]J"(x;)

jh 2 J"(x;)/2.
So the square of the bias function in (3 .3) after j iterations is
n

b2 (j)

2

= j2h 4 L)f"(x;)]

/(

4n).

i=l

lS

(5.5)

where I= J[J"(x)]2dx.
Theorem

5.3

Risk function

Under the assumption
for this estimator

the minimum

2

j
a
= 4n4
I + 4j

2
(

2j )
j
'

is obtained for

(5.7)
and the asymptotic

(5 .8)

oo and that J" E L 2 , the asymptotic

n~

is

.
R(J)

(5.6)

that n/j

=

Jopt

a2n4)

25
1

( ft!

optimal Risk is

R( · ) _
]opt

-

1.25
s/5 1/5
n4/5rr2/5 a 1 .
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Proof: The first part of the proof, (5.6), stems from the identity (3.3), and from the results

( 5.4) and ( 5.5 ).
To get the optimal asymptotic
asymptotic

smoothing

parameter,

(5.7), one needs to minimize the

Risk function (5.6) and hence solve

(R(j

+ 1) -

R(j))/a

2

2j+1

I

4n 4

Using the approximation

O
2
a 2 41+1(j+1)

(2Jj)

that

we can show that
-,1 ( 21
.
4J
J

)

r::=
:::::;
1I VJ7r.

Therefore,
(21+1)~j+1)

I

(2j+ l)(j + l)v'J
2n

~

which , for j not significantly small, is approximately

equivalent to solving

Jopt
Then by plugging Jopt, (5.7), into R(j), (5.6), one gets the result (5.8).
D

However the condition n/Jopt

n~

oo is not satisfied unless

;i = O(n~+°'),

a > 0.

This later condition means that the ratio of the wigglyness of the data, I, over the variance
of the noise,

a2, has

to be high to a certain order and that as the number of data tends to

infinity the wigglyness of the underlying function must be great relatively to the variance
of the noise. This is a meaningful assumption

to have on a smoother.

If the condition is
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not satisfied, the performance of the smoother will be poorer due to the first order bias
introduced

from the boundaries into the inside.

For this particular
estimator

optimal smoothing parameter,

the Risk function is ( 5.8). So the

is consistent and the rate of convergence is n-

4 5
/

like the kernel smoother and

the constant,

(1.25)(.6326), is bigger than the constant of the kernel smoother with the

Epanachnikov

kernel (4.1) and the rectangular one (4.2).

The Risk function

is asymptotically

of a kernel smoother is asymptotically

convex.

We have seen that the Risk function

convex, so that a golden section procedure can locate

the mimimum of R n( h; Y , x ). For an iterative smoother, the Risk function is estimated at
each step so that the descent to its minimum is progressive.

The convexity result gives

a rule for stopping the iterations when the estimated Risk function (i.e., the MSE) stops
decreasing.

The iterative search represents an alternative

to the golden section search.

We might expect the iterative search to be faster than the golden sec tion search when the
underlying function is wiggly and slower when the underlying function is highly linear.
Theorem

5.4

The Risk function Rn(j;Y,x)

is asymptotically

a convex function

of the

smoothing parameter j.

Proof : The asymptotic

Risk function is given by ( 5.6). Obviously the bias term is an

increasing function of j and is a convex function since b2 (j)

= Cj 2 .

The variance term is a decreasing function of j since

(v(j

+ 1)-

v(j))/a

2

2(! + 1) ) /4j+l _ ( 2j ) /4j
( (J + 1)
J
_1_ (2(j+ 1)(2j+ 1) - 4) ( 2j)
4J +1 (j + 1) (j + 1)
J
2
- 41+1 (j+l)

(

j)

<

o.
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One can also show that

(v(j)-

2

v(j - l))/a

__ 1__
( 2J! ) .
4J(2j - 1)

So its second derivative is positive since

(v(j

+ 1) -

2v(j)

+ v(j

= - 4J+l(j2 + 1)

- l))a2

( 21)

( 2j )
j

4J(j-l\(j+l)

+ 4J(2j 1 -

1)

( 2j )
j

> 0.
D

The local smoothing

procedure

tends to locally oversmooth points in the bound-

aries since tr(W.\;S;) > 0 in (3.7). However, if the condition : 2
the unbiasedness

of the local estimate

points, tr(W.\;Sl)

= 0 in

= O(n~+C>),a>

will improve the local fitting since, for "inside"

(3.7). The local procedure is, however, expensive unless a com-

trick is used. Recall that LMSEij), (3.6), the local MSE at

putation

0 holds ,

Xi

after j iterations ,

is the local criterion of goodness-of-fit
i+Li

LMSEij)

(5 .9)

=

L

k=i-l\

Let rij)

jfl)

2

Sik ,

j

= (1 -

(x;-/k ) 2 ) is any weight sequence
chosen here to be the Epanachnikov one.
his the (fixed) span of the local compact support,
typically h = 5%(x(n) - x(l))).
jfl is the estimate at Xk after j iterations.
Yk is the data at Xk,
I(;, L; are such that the weights Sij in the sum (5.9) are not equal to 0.
Sik

where

(Yk 0

= (f~j) -

Yk) 2

and

e;k

= x;hxk.

Then ( 5.9) becomes

!{;,Li

K; ,Li

K; ,Li

RVl - wUl
I

I
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"""'
Le t a lso Pi(j) -- ~K;,Li

(j)
rk eik·

the local LMSE~j) 's for each j

It is expensive to estimate
i

= 1, ..

. , n. The global number of iterations,

number of iterations

is O(n

For each j the

).

method decreases the computation

of the following updating
iterations

2

, Jopt and for each

Jopt, is equal to the maximum of the local

Jopt(i) , i = 1, ... , n (i.e., Jopt = maXiJopt(i)).

number of computations
An updating

= 1, ...

technique

time. The number of computations

is O(n) for each j.

Jopt is small the smoothing

will be efficient.

someti mes Jopt is large because Jopt(i)

Hence if the total number of
Simulations

tend to show that

is large for very few i's only. Using two different

spans, h 1 = 5% and h 2 = 10%, will improve this bad behavior. A subjective stopping rule
can be used to prevent too many iterations , such as the one used when the assumption
/

= O(n½+

0

2

a> 0 is not satisfied.

),

technique tends to locally oversmooth

Indeed in this case the local it erative smoothing
so that stopping the iteration s for j too great is a

reasonable thing to do. A reasonable stopping rule is maxi
Knowing LMSEP), one can get LMSE)~ 1 by updating.
weights for the s;ks,

(j)

(j)

an d Ri+i, Wi+i are found to be

2. w.Ul
i+l

3. p.(j)
i +l

= wUl + d 2 RU)+
t

t

I

2d-p.Ul
t
I

= p _(j) + d ·R(j) + ,6.P
t

t

I

t

+ .6.1P
l

li(j)

-

J/j-1)
I < E.

Indeed , with the Epanachnikov
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where
Xi+l

- Xi

h
i-K; +1

L

i+1+L;+1
Tk

L

+

k=i -K;

k=i+l+L;

i -K;+ 1

L

i+l+L;+1

rk(e;k

+ di) 2 +

k=i-K;

rk(eik

+ di) 2

k=i+l+L;

i-K;+ 1

L

L

i+1+L;+1

rk(eik

+ d;) +

k=i-K;

L

k=i+l+L,

Thanks to this technique the computation time is linear in the number of data n.

5.3

Confidence

Interval

The variance of the estimate at x; after j;
By normal approximation,

= Jopt( i) iterations

2(21_·;)·
Ji

is given by ; 1 ;

one can get a local confidence band for the underlying function

f.
As with the kernel smoother bootstrap to get a confidence interval , one can bootstrap
on the residuals to get a confidence interval.

5.4

Example
The following data come from a simulation:

the sawtooth function is the underlying

function
J(x)=
and the noise is normal N(O, 1/3).

2x
{ 2x-2,

, Q :'SX < 1/2
1/2:Sx:s;l
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.

0.0
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\
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Figure 5.1: Example of a local smoothing iterative procedure
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THE VARIANCE
In nonparametric

o-2

OF THE NOISE

statistics the variance of the noise is a statistical

quantity that can

be estimated , and is useful in many ways.
The variance of the noise can be estimated before smoothing.
Let's suppose for simplicity that the xi's are random variables (i .e., dimension 1) and
equally spaced (i.e.,

= h = 1/(n

- x;

Xi+l

- 1)). With the raw data, a 2 can be estimated

before smoothing by
, 2

a

Y'A'AY

= 6(n -

2)

where
1
A(n-2)xn

1
-2

-2

=

l

1

(

1

, E(Y)

f( X1) )

=µ =

1 )

-2

:

(

,

D(Y)

= a 2 Inxn·

f(xn)

The expecte d value of &2 is

a 2tr(A'A) - µ'A'Aµ
6(n - 2)

a2

=

2

a

l

n-1

+ 6(n _ 2) ~(f(x

i-1 ) - 2f(x;)

h4 "Z,"/',;;}(f"(x;))2 0( 1 )

+6

+

n - 2

n7

•

2dx

So, assuming that f" is in L2, bias(& 2);:::::
h 4 /6J(f"(x))
The variance of

Var(a 2)

=

36

= 0(1/n

4

).

a 2 is
1

36

+ J (xi+1))2

(n _
(n 1_

) [(µ4 - 3µ~)a'a
2 2

2

+ 2µ~tr((A'

2
) 2 [(µ4 - 3µ2)(36n
- 92)

+4µ2µ'(A'A)2µ

A) 2)

+ 4µ 2µ'(A'

+ 2µ 22 (70n

+ 4µ3µ

1

- 176)

A'Aµ]

2
A) µ

+ 4µ 3µ' A' Aµ]
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where µ; is the i th moment of Y and a is the diagonal vector of A' A.
So assuming that the noise has a finite 4 th moment

Var(a

2

= O( ~n ).

)

Assuming the symmetry in the distribution of the noise is reasonable in many practical
cases. So the term with µ 3 is zero. However, none of the higher moments are estimable.
In order to get a confidence interval for a 2 , we will make the stronger assumption
the noise is normally distributed.

In this case, µ 4

= 3µ~

that

and the variance of the estimate

becomes simply

Var(a

Using µ'(A'A) 2 µ

'2

)

= 36(n 1- 2)2 (2a 4 (70n-176)+4a

= (A'Aµ)'(A'Aµ)

we can see that µ'(A' A)2µ

= 0( ,;

V ar ( a, 2 )

and a Taylor series expansion off

4

2a (70n - 176)
36( n - 2) 2

Under the assumption

that

J"

+ O(~)n 6

a2 = I:~/(Y;_

is the variance of the nearly unbiased estimate
Theorem

µ'(A'A)2µ).
to its 4th order,

Hence

4 ).

=

2

.

1 - 2Yi

+ Y;+1)2/6(n -

2).

exists and that the noise is i. i. d. normally

distributed N(O, a 2 ), an approximate (l - a)% confidence interval for a 2 is

Proof: Let Z;

= Y; -

They are distributed

2Y;+1 + Y;+2, i
N(µ; - 2µ;+ 1

be twice differentiable,
stationary

= 1, ...

, n - 2.

+ µ;+ 2 ,6a 2 ).

If the underlying function is assumed to

then they are nearly distributed

sequence of dependent

random variables.

N (0, 6a 2 ). So, the Z;'s form a
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Let V;

= Z;-6a

2.

o-2 is equal to Li=:} V;/6(n-2)+a

The

limit theorem, we need the V;'s to be independent,

2.

To apply the usual central

which is not the case here. In [16], a

slightly different version of the theorem is proposed, where the variables are m-dependent.
By construction,

the V;'s form a 2-dependent and stationary sequence. Each variable has

expected value zero and a finite 12th moment since the noise is assumed to be normally
distributed.

If Sn-2

= Vi +

... + Vn-2, Theorem 27.5 ([16], p. 316) assures that

Var(Sn-2)/n

p2

---+

= E(V?) + 2 I:;=1 E(X1X1+i)

= 72a 4 +
= 140a 4

32a 4 + 2a 4

where the series converges absolutely.
Moreover p

= /I40a
P(

2

> 0. So Sn_ 2 / p~---+
i

- Za /23V

N(O, 1). Therefore

P(- Za/2 <
~ 1
a,2
(n-2)

+ <

P(

a,2

1+

2

6ltifs

< Zaj2)

a,2;:/'2

< Za/23Vi
< a2 <

~

o./d~

~
(n::_2)
a,2

+ 1)
)

1-a
1-a
1- a.

l- zo /2½~

D

After smoothing, the variance of the noise can be estimated by the usual Residual Sum
of Squares

n

~Y'(I
- W >-opt )2Y.
n
This is a nearly unbiased estimate of

o-2 under the null hypothesis that the optimal

smoothing parameter has indeed been selected. There is unfortunately

no parametric test

for

But looking at both the pre- and post- estimate of a 2 can identify a bad selection of

the smoothing parameter.

